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Supplies: 
- Ranger Grungeboard or Grungepaper
- Die cut or scissors
- Thick craft glue
- Glass mat, craft sheet or other heat resistant surface
- Matches or lighter
- Short pillar candle
- Small glass bowl of water “just in case”
- Needle-nose pliers or tweezers
- Soft cloth rags
- Acrylic paint
- Craft or make-up sponges
*Please see the notes at the end of this tutorial for Cathy’s sug-
gestions for supplies

Step One:
Die-cut or hand cut the item to be “roasted” from the 
Grungeboard or Grungepaper.

Step Two:
Place the candle on the glass mat or other heat resistant 
surface. Light the candle, and discard the match in the bowl of 
water.

Roasted Fish Tutorial
April/May 2011

A little grunge, a little glue, a little fire - and you will have some adorable adornments!  Although we started with fish 
(hence the name), you can really use any shape.  You could have roasted lamb, chicken, or even roasted flowers!  

Thanks to Linda Hoffman for allowing Cathy Yamashita to film this unique technique for us. 
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Step Three:
On one side of the Grungeboard piece, spread enough glue over 
the entire surface to cover it completely. Be generous with the 
glue. If you use too little glue, the finished piece will be too flat 
with little texture.

Step Four:
Immediately pick up the shape with pliers and hold the glue 
side as close to the flame as possible. Move the piece back 
and forth in the tip of the flame until the glue surface is entirely 
burnt. Depending on the size of the piece, this takes at least 
two minutes.  The glue will bubble up, but just keep it moving. 
Don’t hold it in one spot or it will catch on fire. Depending on the 
shape of the piece, the edges may curl up. Note: Make sure you 
have adequate ventilation, and avoid inhaling the fumes. This 
may produce an unpleasant odor.

Step Five:
Place the shape on the heat resistant surface. Using the soft 
rag, gently wipe off soot, keeping in mind that there is still 
liquid glue under the roasted glue layer. If the shape is properly 
cooked, it will have a sort of metallic black appearance under 
the soot.  If the shape is too “rare”, it will look brownish. If so, 
return it to the flame for another 20-30 seconds and re-test for 
doneness. Sometimes there is very little soot to remove.

Step Six:
After all the soot is wiped off, apply a little pressure to squish the 
liquid glue around and give the shape some added texture. Be 
careful not to tear the roasted surface, and don’t apply so much 
pressure that the piece is flattened.
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Finished Card
Artwork:  Cathy Yamashita
Stamps: Stampin’ Up!
Paper: The Paper Temptress
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Finished Card
Artwork: Cathy Yamashita
Stamps: Stampin’ Up!
Paper: The Paper Temptress
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Step Seven:
Use sponges and acrylic paints to add color in layers, using a 
“dry brush” method. Dip the sponge into a spot of paint, but wipe 
most of the paint off on scrap paper. Then gently apply paint to 
the piece. The idea is to get sheer layers of color, rather than a 
solid coat of paint. Allow piece to dry. Use as desired.

A Note about Supplies:
- Ranger Grungeboard or Grungepaper: You can also use 
cardboard or thick cardstock, but Grunge stock holds up very well 
against the candle flame. It also shrinks just enough to add to the 
overall look of the finished embellishment. Grungeboard is twice 
as thick as Grungepaper, and is the top choice for this technique.

- Dies or scissors to cut the shape: Thin dies will not cut Grunge-
board, but will work with Grungepaper. Steel rule dies (like Sizzix 
Bigz for instance) will cut Grungeboard easily. Very small or very 
large pieces are difficult to work with. One and a half to three inch 
pieces seem to be easiest to work with.

- Thick craft glue such as Crafter’s Pick Ultimate, Aleene’s Tacky 
Glue, etc: For this process, the glue will need to be thick enough 
that it will not run off when the piece is turned upside down.
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Finished Card
Artwork: Hetty Sanders
Stamps: Darkroom Door

Finished Card
Artwork: Lisa Somerville
Stamps: Stampers Anonymous, Artistic Outpost

Finished Card
Artwork: Lisa Somerville
Stamps: Heartfelt Creations

Finished Card
Artwork: Hetty Sanders
Stamps: smARTworks
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Finished Card
Artwork :Kimm Bennington-Thompson
Stamps: Great Impressions, Uptown Designs

Finished Card
Artwork: Kimm Bennington-Thompson
Stamps: Stampin’ Up!, Inkadinkado
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